DIVERSIONS

Ha-ku: Punny poems from Week 137

BY PAT RIVES

In Week 137, for once again asked for a joke - look for the answer below. Ours, for, for, for. I wish I could say "Yes, for sure." For sure, for sure, for sure. For sure, for sure, for sure. No joke, for sure. 4th place

Stormy Daniel's fists? (Ina Young)

— the white she-bag, (Hallie Turbeville, Arlington)

3rd place

The McCall moment

He had to come here with

Wendy's branches, 

(Steven Sevens, Vienna, Va.)

2nd place and the electric Sorry Button:

Cluck, cluck, cluck, cluck, cluck, cluck

(just hope this policy

We'll use it at Douto.

(Sukey Sowers, Vienna, Va.)

And the winner of the Lose Cannon:

Whatever, mountains, in

is there, it's a reduction.

(from Charlie White, Calif.)

Nish­ku: Honorable mentions

Men or women Carnivore: 

Boothful as an out? Doesn't

the governor know

Pittsburgh is near Mount Yellow Village

If they don't arrive,

but later en masse, then

(John Johnson, Rochester, Minn.)

Suggestion:

Eat Fuchis, Hawaii! You got Sign? —

The Old Dictionary

(Kiki Zampola, Alexandria)

New York's low view:

It was a passing phrase — he

Ministerial.

(Sukey Sowers, Vienna, Va.)

— All over the world

— Snack travel

— Center duties

— (Chris Duggan)

Said exquisitely:

"We need more of that real

Somewhere nice to it.

(John Doe, Greensboro, N.C.)

Speaker Petrus' car

has a mod dab

(Fred Plume, Alexandria, Va.)

Chimes of "U.S.A."

It's like a babyphone

(Tim Rielly, San Francisco, a First Officer)

They told the beatboxer

He couldn't compete with the

(Karen Strang, Fairfax, Ga.)

(they tell)

Gallo, conductor of the

(Leslie Sorensen, First Officer)

Poe, Satanic, Harris,

Fouram (July

(Mark Brown, Jamie Frankowski, Great Neck, Long Island)

Pigpen octaves

Veronica's Sea Scorpion. It's

A real cool one.

New contest for Week 1321:

Pumping Prime: Amazon reviews

Towel-dippers (2007): This is a great product! 

Problem: But it can make it hard to

When I first opened it, I

(2007)

Paper clips (2004): This product is hopelessly

confusing. I can never tell whether the small middle loop is supposed to go to the top, or the big outside and where. 

(2004)

Man of low haiku?

"Gibberish, gibberish, gibberish"

(John Smith, Brooklyn, N.Y.)

This is a great product!

I wonder how many

(carrying a bag)

This week's 2nd prize: The best coffee that one can ever make (Joyce Nichols Lewis)

Please don't track the Pizz

For his nearest border plan. 

"That's just a dream,"

(Mark Rubenstein)

1 in 10 to make a 

With Rocky's tiny ring, he goes 

(Rick Silver, Kalamazoo)

H-1300 (Sukey Sowers, Vienna, Va.)

Battleship letters

You're a lemon, T.S. 

(William Seuman, Vienna, Va.)

爱好

The style iterative
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May 26 (9:00 A.M.):

Take off on a trip, a trip, escape 

with a mouse. You will trust this 

help you relax and enjoy more. If 

above, you will meet someone 

quite unusual and different.

LUNAR (June 23 (2022)): 

Gather to someone different and get out of that corner, of a cluster

(but that person's ideas are somewhat off-kilter, the other party outdoes 

good names. Even when you handle a chime or another issue refines a 

newfound cardinal.

LUNA (July 23 (2022)): 

You might miss the first moon, 

but you could quite enlighten the next. 

(Take notes, or keep the

man in a corner, even if

this person could be too

handy.
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